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“Lov!”

Brielle picked up the hammer and turned to look at Lov.

“Understood!”

With just a look. Lov knew what she wanted to do.

He immediately rushed towards a tiger, imitating the way Brielle had dealt with the gray wolf earlier. He pounced onto the tiger

from behind, his hands wrapped around the tiger’s neck, and his legs wrapped around its waist.

This tiger was attacking the others, so it did not pay attention to what was behind it, so Lov easily pounced on its back.

“Roar!”

The tiger roared and immediately stopped to attack the person it had pounced on. It frantically struggled, wanting to deal with

Lov behind it.

But almost at the moment when Lov controlled the tiger, Brielle rushed up and smashed the hammer on its head.

“Bang!”

The tiger’s head was directly dented.

No matter how powerful it was, it would die.

Lov immediately let go of the tiger beneath him. Regardless of whether it was still struggling, he rushed towards a black bear that

was taller than him.

Blackbear’s people seemed to have an innate advantage when it came to dealing with the black bear.

After Lov rushed up, he first punched the black bear’s face twice before circling behind it and controlling it with his hands.

and feet.

“Bang!”

Brielle struck down with another hammer.

The next few ferocious beasts were all killed in the same way.

Only one cheetah saw that something was wrong and directly ran away to prevent the fate of being shot in the head.

It ran too fast and Lov could not catch up.

However, Brielle’s arrow was faster than the cheetah’s!

“Whoosh!”

The arrow hit the cheetah’s heart.

The cheetah struggled to run forward a few steps, and finally fell to the ground, motionless.

The scene was a mess.

There were people and beasts lying on the ground.

Lov was also lying on the ground, gasping for breath.
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When he was controlling the beast, he was scratched several times.

Although it was not particularly serious, it was not light.

Moreover, because the beast was struggling, when Brielle smashed the head of the beast, she accidentally hit him.

She really did not care about the life and death of her teammates.

However, he did not blame Brielle.

In that kind of situation, if they were afraid, it would be possible for the beasts to break free, and they would be the ones to dic.

Those who were still alive felt a chill run down their spines when they saw Brielle holding a bloody hammer and standing in the

night.

This woman was too terrifying.

If there was really a reaper in the world, it must be like her!

Jebl, who was waiting in the forest to show off his skills, was completely dumbfounded.

That Oscus woman actually used a hammer to smash seven or eight beasts to death?

How is this possible!

Oscusian is like a coward, how can she be so powerful?

Even if it was him, if he did not have the special medicine to prevent the beasts from attacking him, he would not have the

confidence to deal with so many beasts by himself.

Could it be that he was inferior to a woman?

Also she was woman form Oscus?

Fukuyu said. “It was all because of Lov’s help that Brielle was able to kill so many ferocious beasts. If she was alone, she would

have been torn into pieces!”

Deadie nodded and said, “That’s right. Blackbear has always been known as a combat nation. This is all thanks to Lov. Brielle

only used an iron hammer to smash randomly. In fact, she didn’t help much. Even if not for her, if it was someone else, they

would have been able to kill those ferocious beasts together with Lov!”

Fukuyu: The most powerful one is still you, Sir Jebl. Just now, you didn’t need anyone to help you. You just killed a lion with a

single slash. Brielle absolutely couldn’t do it. She could only deal with small and weak gray wolves. She needed help to deal with

other ferocious beasts, unlike you, Sir Jebl, you are so powerful!”

Jebl narrowed his eyes dangerously and looked at Lov coldly. “Find a chance to get rid of Loy and make Brielle lose her helper!

Fukuyu and Deadie nodded in agreement.

“Pa!”

John smashed the red wine glass to the ground and slammed the table in anger.

“Fuck!”

“Damn Oscusian, damn Brielle, she killed so many of the beasts I prepared!”

He had spent money to buy them!

Although these ferocious beasts were not as expensive as the big white tiger, they added up to 1.4 million dollars.

Now, half of them were lost.

Looking at Brielle’s posture, the other half of beasts would not be able to deter her.

His preparations were all in vain.

‘Fuck!”

“Damn Oscusian, how dare she slap Widian’s face on my program. I will never let her go!”

The bearded man said, “Sir John, calm down. We still have a secret weapon, the big white tiger, which has not been released.

Once the big white tiger appears, even ten Brielle are no match for it!”

Toofucker hurriedly nodded. “That’s right, that’s right. Brielle won’t be able to be arrogant for long!”

John took a deep breath and suppressed his anger.

“Hmph, there’s going to be a wave of climax today. Let her go first. Tomorrow, I’ll let her experience the deterrence of the white

tiger!”

“Today, Jebl has been stolen the show by Brielle. Others will think that Widi is no match for Oscusian. Tomorrow, I will show the

world how powerful Widi is!”

Everyone was complimenting him.

The broadcast rooms of various countries were also discussing.

Oscus

[God! God! God! Sis E is really compelling! I originally thought that Sis E would be in danger this time, but I didn’t realize I’d

underestimated Sis E’s strength. Sister E, you are my god!]

[Too awesome, too amazing. I can no longer describe my inner heart with words!]

[Lov is really powerful. Sister E just gave him a look, and then he knew what he should do and carried it out. These two are really

powerful!]

[Amazing, Sister E!]

Widi.

[Brielle is really cruel. She could have run away, but she deliberately ran back and killed so many animals. She should also die

and be buried with those poor animals.]

[Oscusian is so annoying. She could have run away, but she deliberately turned back to show off and hurt so many innocent little

lives.]

[Jebl is much more powerful than her, but he doesn’t like to show off and hurt small animals as much as she does. Oscusian is a

low–class species, born bloodthirsty and cruel. They should disappear from the earth. The air pollution has Oscusian’s part, and

the destruction of the forest has Oscusian’s part. Oscusian has his part in all the bad things. They are the tumors of the earth.

They should be removed!]

[But those beasts are attacking other players. If Brielle didn’t kill those beasts, the other players would have died. Human lives

are more important than everything else.]

[Note from the broadcast room: This user has been reported for inappropriate speech and his account has been banned.]

Baga and Helly’s broadcast room was also full of sarcasm, saying that Brielle killed those animals by relying on Lov.

There were also those who said that she was cruel.

However, the animal protection organizations of these two countries were not so savage. Those kinds of remarks were relatively

few. Most of them were slandering Brielle’s strength and thinking that she was just lucky.

Brielle was completely unaware of these things.

She took the hammer to the river and washed the blood on her body and the hammer clean.

She took the hammer without hesitation and did not intend to return it.

Without her help, that person would have died a long time ago. There was nothing wrong with her taking a hammer as a

reward.

After Brielle finished cleaning, she wanted to see Lov’s situation.

At this moment, a figure stumbled out of the forest.

Looking closely, it was actually Tana!

Didn’t Tana quit the competition? How did she appear here? And why did she look so miserable?

Brielle strode towards Tana.

“Brielle…”

When Tana saw Brielle, she called out to her with a hoarse voice and collapsed to the ground.
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